VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (SC 2013-00)

2013-00/1  ELECTION OF A SPEAKER

BANISTER/MORRIS MOVED TO move in camera

Motion: CARRIED

BANISTER/BINCYZK Called to question

HANSRA/BANISTER MOVED TO move ex camera

Saadiq Sumar Appointed Speaker

2014-00/2  ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE

CHAMPAGNE/BANISTER MOVED TO approve the 2014-2015 Students’ Council meeting schedule.

MOHAMED/DIAZ MOVED TO amend the 2014-2015 Students’ Council meeting schedule to strike the February 24th, 2015 meeting.

Motion: FAILED

MOHAMED called for division
Lau- Y
Orydzuk- Y
Khinda- Y
Hodgson- Y
Diaz- Y
Hansra- Y
Allard- Y
Chen- Y
Banister- Y
Mohamed- N
Sleiman- Y
Zhang- Y
Jaddock- Y
Horvat- Y
Fedoski- Y
Jacobson- Y
Wong- Y
Garg- Y  
Gaur- Y  
Khan- Y  
Croutze- Y  
Morris- Y  
Makhdooom- Y  
Bhatia- Y  
Hooper- Y  
Champagne- Y  
Binczyk- Y  
Kwan- Y  
Hwang- Y  
Farooq- Y  
Hudson- Y  

Motion: CARRIED

2014-00/3  

NOMINATIONS TO COUNCIL COMMITTEES

BANISTER/HANSRA MOVED TO limit the introduction of committees to 3 minutes

Motion: CARRIED

Audit Committee
Sleiman  
Farooq  
Jacobson  
Makhdooom  
Chen  
Fedoski  
Garg

Budget and Finance Committee
Jacobson  
Farooq  
Mohamed  
Sleiman  
Khan  
Chen

Bylaw Committee
Mohamed  
Hwang  
Makhdooom  
Hudson  
Zhang  
Farooq  
Allard

Council Administration Committee
Banister  
Hwang  
Jaddock  
Binczyk  
Mohamed
Policy Committee

MOHAMED/GARG MOVED TO suspend the standing orders to allow for an additional 30 second introduction for the tied candidates

Motion: CARRIED

Mohamed
Gruhlke
Zhang
Champagne
Bhatia
Allard

Grant Allocation Committee
Croutze
Garg
Chen
Hwang
Wong

Elections Review Committee
Banister
Kwan
Gruhlke
Morris
Fedoski

Nominating Committee
Banister
Hwang
Sleiman
Gaur
Mohamed
Farooq
Croutze

BANISTER/MORRIS MOVED TO adjourn

Motion: CARRIED

Meeting adjourned at 9:00pm